Consortium News’ Comment Policy
We are republishing our Comment Policy to remind readers to please adhere to it.
We do not practice censorship based on political views but comments that violate
the Policy will be removed to maintain a dignified and fact-based comments
section.
At Consortium News, we welcome substantive comments about our articles, but
comments should avoid ad hominem attacks, abusive language toward other
commenters or our writers, sexist, homophobic, ethnic, racial or religious slurs
(including anti-Semitism and Islamophobia), and allegations that are unsupported
by facts, as well as gross or misleading factual errors.
If we notice violations of this Comments Policy, we will either edit or take
down such comments. If readers spot such violations, they can bring them to our
attention at info@consortiumnews.com. Repeat offenders will be placed on a watch
list requiring case-by-case approval of their comments. Violators can be
blocked.
Obviously, our preference is for commenters to show self-restraint and to make
their observations in a respectful, thoughtful and factual way that is on-topic.
We have plenty of work to do without having to police the comment section.
Also, because of annoying SPAM, we have installed a SPAM filter that uses
algorithms to detect SPAM. The filter does a good job at this, but sometimes
catches legitimate comments by accident. During the day, we try to recover these
comments, but please do not be upset if one of your comments suffers this fate.
In addition, we use an automated system that pulls out questionable comments for
manual review. Those comments that do not violate our Comments Policy will be
restored. Do not be dismayed if there is a delay before your comment is approved
or permanently removed.
We also strongly encourage commenters to use their real names and avoid
pseudonyms unless there is a legitimate reason to do so.
–Written by Robert Parry
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